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Abstract—This review paper provides an overview of recent
approaches and techniques in specifying and verifying dynamic
memory with class objects. Dynamic memory verification may
be used in order to show for instance the absence of memory
leaks and to show valid-only memory accesses.
INTRODUCTION
First, the problems involved in reasoning dynamic memory
are formulated coming from recent case studies and previ-
ously suggested research propositions. Second, an overview of
existing tools for a specification based verification of dynamic
memory is provided. A brief comparison of specification-free
tools and approaches follows. Third, existing models to reason
about dynamic memory are introduced, and particularly for
the memory separating model the benefits, current limitations
and related issues are provided. In the fourth section, theories
on objects are reviewed in more detail, which are essential
to today’s favourable object-oriented programming paradigm.
Section five provides an overview on applications of the
verification of dynamic memory within the compiler domain,
particularly the alias analysis phase and the garbage collection
of unused locations. The last section summons up related
techniques with a slightly different approach.
I. PROBLEM ACTUALITY
[29] is the classic paper on Hoare calculus. It’s main con-
tribution is to claim a mathematically profound way, a precise
way, to describe the states before and after a program statement
is fulfilled. The idea behind it is to formalise the state, s.t. it is
possible to infer and check a given program satisfies a given
pre- and post-condition, this is called the Hoare-triple. Hoare
remarks because of the formal description simplicity may
become a problem, and in conclusion this affects abstraction
more generally. Hoare worked out proving may become too
complex, at least too complex for an untrained person. He
points out some particular programming features may be more
difficult to formalise and to prove than others, like labels,
arbitrary jumps and name parameters, for example.
[60] refines [29] by defining theoretical boundaries of com-
putability. [60] postulates the difficulty of a Hoare-system is
merely about the specification language rather than the rules of
the Hoare-system. Wand refers to Cook’s term of incomplete-
ness, meaning a program by definition is incomplete whenever
the program does not terminate and/or due to the expressibility
of the assertion language. A Hoare-logic in second or even
higher level is not decidable in terms of first-order predicate
logic.
[11] reviews Hoare’s proposition [29] which can be said
was widely accepted and driven by the computer-aided proof
community, and proofs parameter passing and other imperative
features are sound and complete. It considers particularly the
passing of procedures as functions and procedures modifying
incoming parameters.
Despite its age research problems in [21] can still be
considered as actually not resolved, for instance the aliasing
problem, which is the case whenever two locations point to
the same value memory cell in dynamic memory. Moreover,
the Hoare calculus is found inappropriate as it has been
suggested initially for (i) the automated generation of loop
invariants for an arbitrary incoming program (ii) procedures
which are passed as arguments (iii) changing the scope
mode of variables (e.g. static, global, thread-local variables,
etc.) and (iv) inner procedures. Clarke suggests for sake
of completeness to forbid location sharing, which will be
dropped here. [21] shows it is possible to prove correctness
of co-routines when recursion is guaranteed to be absent.
The report [5] categorizes bugs in open source and com-
mercial environments from within a period of over a decade.
The outcome is that alias problem is by far one of the
most important and challenging problems still present as it
can be rediscovered again and again even in slightly newer
publications, like [42], [28] - so, the core problem does not
change over time. The bug rate was found to be 23% in
commercial environments under UNIX, and about 7% in GNU
utilities. The most often and expensive bug class was “invalid
pointer and array access”. The authors point out that sad
enough often memory-related issues were not detected at all
or only pop up when porting a software product to a different
platform.
[28] discusses the alias problem not just as a correctness
issue, but also as a performance drawback. Hind points out
some inefficient algorithms may work faster just because they
base on aliases than alias-free algorithms. [28], [36] and me,
too, heavily suspect a Alias Analysis which does not take into
consideration the flow-graph of a program will have almost
no effect at all on an applications overall performance. Hind
works mainly with heuristics only and requests a research that
focuses only on very local memory regions.
[36] shows aliasing problems are NP-hard which are due to
the pointer reference levels, these are (1) determine whether
two locations must or may alias and (2) if two locations alias
within a procedure or beyond a procedure’s boundaries (intra
vs. inter-procedural alias analysis). The challenge of getting
an efficient result lies in Interprocedural Alias Analysis. From
[36] it can be concluded that Alias Analysis might be stronger
when being enriched with SSA [22].
[17] discusses the inaccuracy of comparing certain proof
tools with certain memory issues w.r.t. future proof tools.
Bessey states (1) code updates complicate specifications and
output predictions, and therefore should be avoided, (2) ordi-
nary errors should be found ordinarily, and (3) more analysis
does not necessarily cause better quality.
The reasons of dynamic memory errors may be (a) in-
valid heap memory access (b) access to uninitialised memory
(c) out-of-memory exceptions/performance slow-down caused
by too high memory consumption or (d) general memory
leaks. The consequences may become totally unpredictable
behaviour in worst case and harmless program malfunction
or shutdown in a most optimistic case, for more details please
refer to [5].
II. EXISTING TOOLS
Smallfoot [16] is the first verifier based on Separation Logic.
It is a minimalistic academic implementation only which
works experimental. It supports a minimal set of built-in pred-
icates for heap data-structures. SpaceInvader Abductor [19] is
Smallfoot’s predecessor and supports at least to some extent
abductive reasoning. jStar [23] is Smallfoot’s object-oriented
approach of an extension, which does support class invariants
and restricted predicates to specify the heap in Java. jStar maps
internally all program statements into JIMPLE, a GCC-like
intermediate representation of the program control-flow-graph
against which the verification conditions are validated. Among
all mentioned verifiers jStar seems to be the most applicable
tool for industry purposes for the amount of language feature
reason. Verifast [33] allows user-defined predicates for a C-
like input program, however, it requires interaction from the
user whilst performing a proof in a separate user-interface.
Hurlin’s tool [32] is very similar to [23], [16], but its main
contribution is for multi-threaded applications.
Cyclone [26] is a heap verifier based on the Region-Calculus
approach. SATlrE [49] is a Prolog-based framework based
on the Shape Analysis approach from [46] and [53] with an
improved re-calculation circuiting of the overall dependency
graph. YNot [45] is an OCaML-based SMT-solver.
Alternative approaches and tools include (1) KeY/VDM++
[14], [62] which support object-orientation for industrial use
and integrates with UML, but does no proof on heap memory,
(2) dynamic memory verifying, with tools such as valgrind,
ElectricFence [59], [25], [35] (3) compiler embedded static
analysis, like SAFECode [52], (4) Program-to-XML approach
in which the given program is analysed in a XML data-
structure [12].
III. MEMORY MODEL
This section provides an overview of recent heap models
and characteristics. It discusses the shape-based heap ap-
proach, the heap-separating approach and alternatives.
Shape Analysis
The goal of Shape Analysis [53] and [46] is to investigate
how the overall heap memory shape changes over time for a
particular program statement. In contrast to separating the heap
into heaplets, Shape Analysis describes the entire heap graph.
Changes in the graph are described by transfer functions that
map stack, heap and an abstract location set into itself. There
might be a basic asset of transfer functions needed in order to
describe all kind of heap transformations, such as null, pointer
or field assignment and heap allocation. [53] represents the
classic paper on Shape Analysis and defines three states for
the aliasing problem: alias, does not alias or may alias. [37]
and [50] investigate in further detail why must-alias and may-
alias remain undecidable problems in general. One problem
[53] and [46] have in common is the location vertex naming
in graphs, because there is only a compound graph to be
described. In contrast to [53] [46] presents a faster, newer
and improved attempt since [53] uses a reduced subset of
shapes associated with a single program instruction. Both, [53]
and [46] do not allow by default pointers of pointers, object
pointers, dynamic array sizes, class field/method support, nor
do they support memory sharing of data structures as in unions
in the C language. [49] stresses that [53] and [46] may fuzzy
gained aliases and so may cause unsoundness, e.g. if common
subexpressions in an if-statement may alias but another branch
must alias, the result could produce a must-alias, however,
it must be a may-alias occasionally. A second remark is a
particular transformation may become no more invertible if
only a location points to null.
[49] presents a concise introduction and comparison of [53]
and [46]. [49] considers [46] as more accurate approximation
of aliases and proposes an own tail optimisation for shape
graphs with the same value and same alias information —
which is in analogy to common subexpression elimination,
for a complexity of O(
(
m+1
2
)
) and a speed-up of roughly
90%. Pavlu suggests to simulate the more comprehensive
inter-procedural alias analysis by a simpler intra-procedural
alias analysis by renaming outgoing variables. He claims
that context-insensitive analyses should not be considered in
the future since it seems they are less (comp. [Hind99]).
Pavlu raises the question of further performance improvement
if summary nodes are separated from non-sharing summary
nodes.
[47] presents a visualization toolkit for shape analysed heap
in order to detect, for instance, rare or alternatively global
heap invariants, such certain access path. It makes uses of
abstract shape graphs which is a sub-graph folding and may
be browsed within the toolkit, however, it does not resolve the
principal problem underneath that all heap nodes need to be
specified all the time. For abstraction reasons it is, for instance,
hard to navigate between two heap cells. Moreover, aliases in
visualised graphs become a non-trivial interpretation issue.
[19] is a mixture of points-to internal and a shape graph-
based approach external behaviour. It identifies heaps, e.g. in
loops, and abducts the next matching conclusion by comparing
with the first least different heap conclusions coming from
applicable verification rule conclusions. The authors apply the
longest precondition first heuristics. A restricted unification
takes place while abducting.
Alternative Approaches
[58] tracks a functional approach to allocate regions on a
stack, which are a set of locations. In total this approach is
very ML-language specific (also see [26]). While transforming
heap variables into regions the live-range analysis requires
further remarks. It is able to distinguish between must and may
alias cases. This approach does not allow lists or any other
inductively recursive data objects nor procedures as return
values for functions, and it insists the return type is known
at compilation type.
[57] proposes pointer rotations which are known to be safe
under the following conditions: first, the heap content does
not change. Second, all elements still exist after a rotation
and third, the number of locations is invariant. One benefit
of rotations is their application may, if composed out of
“safe” rotations only, be guaranteed garbage collection free.
It may be used efficiently for list processing and safe copy
operations. However, it has several drawbacks: Even if it does
not require explicit heap specifications, it remains hard to
adjust because small argument modification for the rotations
may have very difficult to predict behaviour, especially, when
arguments may alias. Standard rotations are too rigid and may
be too superficial for real scenarios, so argument modifications
and rotation compositions may be needed.
Meyer [40] considers beside program soundness efficient
garbage collection as the biggest heap challenge and advocates
a move from heap objects to stack regions similar as can be
found in [58]. He defines object simplicity and abstraction
as most challenging object-orientation issues that need to be
taken into consideration. The paper fully discusses objects,
however, recursive class-objects will require further investi-
gation. The soundness of assignments is proven sound by
example, which does not hold in general for procedures with
self-updating code. For sake of abstraction, Meyer proposes
helper variables in order to keep a heap specification small.
Separation Logic
[3], [15], [51] provide an overview of Separation Logic
which is substructural [4], which eliminates constants, like
boolean values, and formalises rules on structural placeholder
objects instead. In a Separation Logic structural rules [4] are
rules for Thinning, Contraction and Exchange, and entities
are heap memory cells. The comma in rules is replaced by
the ’⋆’-operator which separates two distinct non-interleaving
heaps unless specified further. Heaps are inductively defined.
The ’ 7→’-operator denotes a mapping between a location on
the left and the value from any valid (object) domain on the
right. The Frame Rule states that if a subroutine call does not
affect certain parts of the heap, namely the frame denoted by
F , then in the antecedent it is sufficient to prove the Hoare-
triple without frame F . [16] is a reference implementation
with numerous simplifications over the origin.
[15] introduces a separating heap calculus with unrestricted
pointer arithmetics, dynamic arrays and for recursive proce-
dures. It refers to a fix asset of heap predicates in order to allow
reasoning over recursively defined data structures. Berdine et
al. raise the question if typing is still essential when it comes
to verify the heap against a provided specification only. The
undecidability of unrestricted pointer arithmetics, even for a
simple memory offset, is causing a serious problem for most
recent garbage collectors.
Bornat [18] proposes conceptually a very similar notation
for ⋆ which becomes ⊕ and is called spatial separation,
but refers to the same idea behind it. He refers to first-
order predicates to denote heaps which rapidly may loose
abstraction. His main contribution is that objects can be treated
as arrays, so each component becomes a individual pointer
with a prefixed object name for each location.
Hurlin’s main contribution [32] is the context of a heap
separating model multiple objects may be accessed via a
new accessor pattern in multiple thread in order to improve
productivity. Since heaps are recursively structured Hurlin
defines heaps as being a product of multiple heap-factors. This
is a proposition to characterise heaps as numbers as a product
of only prime numbers. Heap specifications are allowed to be
arbitrary by using an anonymous heap ’ ’.
Parkinson [48] presents an object-oriented extension of
the classic heap separating approach [3] with a reference
implementation for Java. Encapsulation and inheritance are
modelled through ownership transfer and Abstract Predicate
Families. Bornat’s permission model [18] is used since con-
tinuity holds on the frame rule. His predicates are introduced
to encode the entire heap and stack state, but it does not
allow arbitrary nested predicates, for instance. Predicates with
same names but a different arity are allowed, the definition
of his predicates does not match with Java and can be
characterised as descriptive, so it does not know of types
and intents to evaluate its arguments symbolically. Parkinson
points out his predicates form a partially ordered set over its
dependencies. Predicates may be added or removed as long
there is no naming clash nor a missing predicate name. He
proposes super calls, static fields, introspection, inner classes
and quantification over predicates for further research.
IV. OBJECT CALCULI
[20], [27] can be considered the standard references on
Object Theory. The semantics of objects are axiomatised, a
type system is introduced for objects which can be chosen for
formal proofs. Objects are considered traditionally as class
instances, subtyping and polymorphism are discussed upon
several sketch proof rule systems.
In [8] objects are considered not as abstract data types but
as pure data records [24]. Neither does [8] introduce recursive
class definitions nor does it consider pointers nor objects with
aliases. In this model object regions may not share memory.
Types (T ) can be defined as either integers or compound class-
typed. An object is defined as an instance of some atomic
type Int or a class which consists of an arbitrary number of
distinguished fields fi and methods mj . Fields are of kind
T , where methods are of kind Tj → Tj+1 → · · · → Tk.
The check if a class-object belongs to a certain class or
whether its class or subclass of another class can be defined
as component-wise set inclusion-check of unique occurrences
of fi and mj . The state of memory cells and regions are
expressed by temporal predicates referring explicitly to one
state before and one state after statement execution using a
single result register. Recursive specifications are generally
not allowed in [7]. [39] tries to relax this restriction by the
introduction of an algebraic ideal construction, however, the
restriction induces further drawbacks making it impractical
because of a loss of soundness and its restriction to object-
based calculi only. The presented model is not separating heaps
and occasionally programs may not be proven regarding a
general incompleteness restriction being demonstrated.
[13] presents a language that supports purely stacked objects
of the same region (cmp. [58]). The approach in [13] shifts
all local objects to the stack. It does not allow by language
definition dangling pointers. It also does not allow recursive
predicates over objects, and by global invariant it actually
means object-dependencies that do not mutate. Banerjee notes
a rising abstraction problem and urges the need for a object-
wide specification with different views.
V. APPLICATIONS
In this sections the most important areas of applications are
presented, namely alias analysis and garbage collection.
Alias Analysis
Weihl [61] provides a very decent overview on the topic
despite its age. It defines alias analysis as an approximation
process in which pointer locations share the same heap content
with pointers being read or written. The challenge is to find
fast and simply all aliasing relations, because every program
statement can cause a strong increase of possibilities. Weihl
notes that if a procedure is called it may change the outgoing
variables and therefore is more difficult to process than intra-
procedural. He introduces levels in order to express how much
more complexity comes for every further statement.
[43] contains a very concise summary of all current and
previous aliasing papers from himself. It is an excellent
reference to this topic, provides up-to-date materials and can
be considered as state-of-the art technique. It categorizes alias
analysis into flow sensitive and insensitive, must-alias and
may-alias approaches, and inter-procedural or intra-procedural
analysis. It is worth noting at this point GCC provides an
active compiler-switches which can improve alias calculations
by making explicit may-not alias relations which finally can
improve code quality.
[30] is an extension of Muchnick’s earlier alias technique. It
introduces a coinciding bitvector for aliases which is a special
case of the data-flow dependent approach presented in [34].
The way local definitions and uses are used is actually very
related to dependency webs within the static single assignment
[22], [54]. Naeem [44] proves concept this is indeed a hot
research area with further opportunities for improvement, so
he substitutes, for instance, a dynamic list of aliases by a hash-
table, his approach can also be considered as an attempt to
re-formulate alias analysis in terms of SSA.
[49] distinguishes two main approaches in aliasing, an
unification-based approach [55] which finds more must-aliases
than its competing approach – it is the inclusion-based ap-
proach [9] which is weaker but therefore much more efficient
than [55].
Garbage Collection
Jones et al. [1] provide a very complete and concise
overview on garbage collection and discuss recent state-of-the
art techniques. In particular it broadly focuses on paralleliza-
tion, which, however, is not the main focus of this paper.
Meyer [41] claims to keep garbage collection on all the time.
He proposes to turn heap-allocation into stack-allocation.
Appel’s [10] main idea is to force garbage collection to
do almost nothing, so the amortized costs are lower than
managing objects in stack as suggested by [58], [41]. It is
common sense that an application binary interface and a
von-Neuman architecture still require stack-objects are stored
to and removed from the stack, operations which rapidly
establish a performance bottleneck and are certainly not for
free in terms of throughput. The solution proposed is a binary
division of the available heap which synchronise each other
on demand whenever a modification was performed. Appel’s
approximation is whenever the total amount of allocated data
is no more than seven times the amount of free memory,
the copying garbage collection [1] becomes indeed free. This
result is due to the fact explicit heap deallocation is more
expensive than copying redundant parts at once. Appel notes
that nowadays memory is not an essential restriction anymore,
and for garbage collection is far cheaper than any special hard-
ware equipment or sophisticated because intractable collection
techniques.
Despite its age today, [38] is still a valid approximation if
caches or any other memory regions are available that have
faster access capabilities. Larson considers the compacting
garbage collection and defines a boundary function to the
problem tractability depending on variable R, which denotes
the region size to be freed, A the total amount of live data,
H the amount of fast memory. He formulates two freeing
strategies by defining equations based on allocation/freeing-
frequency for a fixed period of time. Strategy 1 states: Max-
imize R, whenever A ≪ H does not hold. Strategy 2 states:
Set R = H , if A≪ H holds.
Apart from [10] garbage collection has one more principal
addressing restriction. When xor-linked heap data-structures
are used they can not be recognised by a classic collector
without any extra cost, because its address becomes relative
to a previous object address and as side-effect, for instance
in a doubly xor-linked list, predecessor and successor may
be calculated with the same shift key instead of two separate
pointers.
[56] is a technical report on Sun’s generational garbage
collection which stages allocated objects depending on its use
frequency. The performance makes on average a fair optimum
based on exhaustive statistics evaluation.
[31] gives an updated overview of technical boundaries on
SSD-disks which have a very similar internal organisation as
heaps. SSDs differ from hard disks because they may have
bad blocks that will cause severe performance penalties due
to additional write cascades. For a greedy collection tactic
the slow-down gets unacceptable high (45%) for a utilisation
rate of 0.5. Write operations take in general roughly 10 times
longer than reads. The worst collection tactic will always
write to a new page which simultaneously generates many
problems at once. As in HDDs SSD’s write performance
significantly improves on sporadic long sequences are written.
SSDs require more consideration today because these flash-
memory are close to SDRAM, and the issue mentioned by
Appel [10] becomes urgent.
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